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Orienge Presents Next Generation of Conterra FIM (V2.0)
for Accounts Payable Automation with new Expense Report Management
New York, New York, May 21, 2014 – Orienge, LLC (“Orienge”) is proud to announce the next generation of
Conterra Financial Information Management (FIM) 2.0. Built on the flexible and powerful Orienge Conterra
platform, this latest version brings new Accounts Payable Automation (APA) functionality with the addition of
automating expense report management (ERM) including business trip management processes. Conterra FIM
2.0 provides a better and more efficient overall financial information management process.
Being a natural addition to the Conterra FIM APA solution, the Expense Report Management solution is designed
to facilitate routine and time-consuming processes of expense report management, typical for every company
irrespective of its size or industry. Conterra always aims to streamline business processes. The addition of ERM to
FIM to include expense report input, verification, approval and payment for both pre-paid and non-pre-paid
expenses, really provides efficiency and time saving advantages.
Orienge’s decision to develop the solution is based on the thorough investigation of clients’ needs and queries.
Many organizations require additional options for their financial management software to allow tracking of the
expense report process. The Conterra FIM Expense Report Management software, integrated with your
accounting system, significantly streamlines and simplifies the overall process helping you to increase financial
transparency, minimize cheating and better manage your company expenses.
“This latest FIM edition is amended by new powerful functionality, developed with consideration of customers’
queries and demands. Orienge has always been sensitive to customer needs and demonstrated interest in
innovations and enhancements,” said Daniel P. Shields, President and CEO of Orienge. “We have successfully
presented the newest generation of Conterra FIM at Fusion 2014, where it has gained the conference attendees’
special attention. Organizations interested in expense report management automation will clearly experience the
real advantages of the Conterra FIM 2.0 feature set. Efficiency and control remain the core values of Orienge.”
More information about the Conterra FIM solution is available at the official website. You are welcome to get our
free live demonstration and price specifications. Feel free to watch our new promo and get Conterra FIM brochure
or other information available for download.
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